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Bold

Fine art and the keen eye of Marshall Erb Design
bring new life to a vintage Lake Shore Drive apartment.
By Amalie Drury / Photography by Werner Straube
For the dining room, Erb opted
for a large table with brutalist
iron bases by Don Drumm that
support its smoked glass top with
24K hand-gilt edges by Armand
Lee. (Chairs from Andreu World
America, cabinet and bar cart by
Ralph Lauren Home)

When we imagine living on Lake Shore Drive, we tend to think in terms of
views: a vast expanse of turquoise water, a distant stretch of crowded sand,
snaking red brake lights far below. But Dr. Séamas O’Driscoll, a Harvardeducated narratologist who helps companies tell their brand stories, was just as
in love with what he saw outside the windows of his second-floor apartment in
the rear of an elegant Beaux Arts building in East Lakeview.
“It looked over Roscoe Street at tree level,” he says of the two-bedroom
home he recently sold in order to relocate to Michigan. “It let you feel connected
with the neighborhood, and the mix of high and low buildings down the block
affected the way the light worked in the apartment, giving it many different
moods during the day.”
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The tony kitchen boasts Carrara marble,
cabinetry by Isom Collective and a director’s
chair by Ralph Lauren Home (Art: Blue Man
light box photograph, 2017, by Bill Sosin from
Jennifer Norback Fine Art)
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Jennifer Norback Fine Art helped
the owner with his art selection,
including this contemporary
painting found in the foyer. (Italian
art deco console, vintage chairs by
Burt England with Edelman Leather
upholstery, custom lighting)
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O’Driscoll was initially drawn to the unit because of a renovation recently
completed by the previous owner, which provided him with what he calls
a “mechanically sound, up-to-date blank slate.” His designer and friend,
Marshall Erb (marshallerb.com), says the building’s great bones and the quality
of the new finishes—along with wonderfully intact original details like the
ornate plaster ceiling and fireplace mantel—left them free to jump right to
the fun part of the project. “It was sort of my dream apartment,” says Erb. “I
wouldn’t have changed a thing.”
Presented with a space that didn’t need fixing, Erb’s mission became
adding depth to O’Driscoll’s burgeoning collection of art and furniture,
sourced largely on the website 1stdibs and purchased after O’Driscoll traveled
to cities across the country to visit the dealers and see the items in person. “He’s
a super interesting, very fun man of words who speaks French, Russian and
Gaelic,” Erb says. “He already owned a pair of bright blue Art Deco chairs and
he drives an orange sports car, so I knew we could go bold.”
The apartment’s vibrant palette was inspired by a modern Turkish
living room rug that Erb and O’Driscoll landed on after a lengthy search. A
custom order that was nine months in the making, the rug included a shade
of brilliant blue that Erb requested be added to the original pattern. “I don’t
normally start a project by selecting a rug, but in this case it worked and
instantly tied the room together,” Erb says.
Erb’s approach to tracking down furniture and accessories for O’Driscoll
was decidedly curatorial. “I said, ‘You’ve got the Art Deco pieces—let’s build
on that. Let’s round things out by adding more history.’ So we looked at each
decade and asked: OK, what’s the best representation of modern from this
time?” The overarching theme was quality, and every object—which included
a French 1960s crumpled brass desk lamp and a chaise finished in an unusual
sycamore veneer—had to reach the level of art.
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A mohair sectional by A. Rudin, a bold rug by
Holland & Sherry, custom pillows by Marshall
Erb Design and colorful wall-to-wall books
turn the library into a masculine retreat.
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A pair of art deco chairs in sapphire velvet play
up the original plaster ceiling found in the
1920s building on North Lake Shore Drive.
(Coffee table by Minot)

Erb placed a brutalist iron candelabra by
American sculptor Don Drumm inside the
living room fireplace.
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“We reupholstered this Baker sofa, covering all
of the exposed woodwork with fabric to create
something totally new,” says Erb. (Sofa fabric
by Jim Thompson, pillow fabric by Rubelli)

A stately desk by Thomas O’Brien for Hickory
Chair Furniture Co. fills the space between the
windows in the living room. (Art: Red painting,
1991, by Miloslav Moucha from Jennifer
Norback Fine Art)

With Erb focused on decor, O’Driscoll relied on Chicago gallerist
Jennifer Norback (jennifernorbackfineart.com), whom he had met through
mutual friends, to help add to his art collection. “I was really impressed by her
gallery and her overall vibe. She’s open, warm and intuitive, with a great eye,”
O’Driscoll says. The works they bought together spanned the globe. Norback
sourced pieces from Holland, Italy and Russia, and introduced O’Driscoll
to artists working in photography, collage, sculpture and paint. O’Driscoll,
an insatiable reader who says his movers counted 75 boxes of books when he
moved in, was especially drawn to a striking Vadim Gushchin painting of a
blue-bound book from the artist’s Circle of Reading series. His friends, when
they visited the apartment, were smitten with the Chicago photographer Bill
Sosin’s Blue Man, which Norback installed over a light box in the kitchen.
One of the reasons O’Driscoll wanted to work with Erb, he says, was to
create different spaces within the apartment for entertaining—he wanted to be
able to host everything from pizza night to cocktail parties for friends, family
and clients. Finding the right dining table proved to be a challenge. “Marshall
had the idea of using these cool Don Drumm sculptural pieces as the base of
the table and then floating a thin, black smoked-glass oval with a gilded rim
on top,” says O’Driscoll. “It turned out pretty amazing. He knows how to
combine creativity and daring without leaving the bounds of good taste.”
Partially as a result of working with Erb and Norbeck on the Lake Shore
Drive apartment, O’Driscoll has become a fan of Modernism, and has been
exploring it not only in furniture and architecture, but also in poetry and art.
Erb, for his part, hopes they’ll meet again over another design project soon.
“The furniture Séamas has now will work very well in a glass box in the woods,”
he says. But, of course, there will be room to expand the collection. sl
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